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A project of Transition School (2016-17)

Introduction

The program at Transition School is child and process oriented. Attention is given to our 
students’ academic progress, motivation, attitude, and the ability to work in a group. We value 
practices that heighten observation, concentration, self-awareness and creativity. With this project 
of ‘Creativity throughout the Program’, we aimed to identify key features that enable the 
development of students’ creativity. Our plan was to observe and be more aware of the role that 
creativity plays at school. Throughout the school year we tried to use and develop our ideas in class 
(in the projects and other work that we do), and to share our ideas and observations.

Description of project

At the beginning of the school year (July 2016), the teachers of Transition School had several 
discussions about the role of creativity in the classroom and in the school. One of our questions was,
“What can we, as teachers, do to enhance the development of aspects of creativity in the children 
and ourselves?” Many ideas emerged and as a result of this, we decided that teachers would test 
their ideas and their plans in the classroom. We planned for a study day later in the school year. At 
the study day, a group of teachers would present some of the research that they had done on 
creativity in the classroom, and teachers could add to this by sharing their own experiences.

The teachers ended up having two sessions. In the first one, we watched documentary clips by 
two well-known authors and educators stressing the importance of giving the children the 
opportunity to develop creativity. This was appreciated by the teachers and led to a lot of discussion
and general sharing of ideas. Some of the points that came out were:

 It is important to vary the way the classes and assignments are given. Choices in the way 
the students present their assignments add a sense of freedom and encourage creativity.

  Students can be encouraged to have fulfillment and pride in what they do.

 Using technology to enhance learning helps students enjoy developing creative research 
skills.

 Many types of learning materials can be used, including books, internet, DVDs and 
YouTube.

 Remember to encourage kids to take risks and make mistakes if necessary. Many children
are afraid to make mistakes and they look for quick answers. The way others react (both 
children and teachers) may block children from being creative.

 Learning should be fun. We can help provide the tools to make learning enjoyable 
through activities, interaction and choice.

 We can encourage the development of discussion skills. Discussions get students thinking
more critically about the material, and help them learn to better communicate their 
ideas and opinions. Discussions also challenge students to listen to others’ opinions and 
think critically about their contributions and ideas. They give the opportunity to challenge
each other intelligently and build off of each other’s ideas.

Following are some examples of how teachers used creativity in the classroom this year.



Creativity in Grade 1

• Songs and rhymes: We used a number of songs and rhymes to learn and memorize things 
such as the sounds of the alphabet and ‘doubles’ in arithmetic. When we did our dinosaur 
project, I had the children recite dinosaur poems by Giles Andreae at the parents’ open 
house. When starting the rainforest project one of my students asked me if there wasn’t a 
song for this. I searched on YouTube and found a song teaching the layers of the rainforest.

• Creative writing: In the beginning of the first grade there is only so much independence and
creativity that can be expected from the students. They have a lot of ideas but are not able 
to write them, since they don’t know how to write so many words yet. Therefore we tended
to do brainstorms together that resulted in a text that they then copied off the blackboard. 
We have been writing stories with famous children’s books as models, for example If the 
Dinosaurs Came Back by Bernard Most, and Clifford by Norman Bridwell. Sometimes the 
teachers would write on a piece of paper that they the children then copied. (I am not sure 
if any of these methods were beneficial for their creativity.)

Many of the first graders would get stuck on spelling rather than creating, and many 
wanted the teacher to do most of the work for them. At one point I started to ignore all 
spelling mistakes and encouraged them to just write freely and do their best with the 
spelling. (Some of the parents weren’t so crazy about this.) Once the class had knowledge 
about basic phonic sounds, everything got much easier and the children became more 
confident writers. In the third term we wrote acrostic poems and cinquain poems with very 
diverse results.

Creativity in Grade 3

In the third grade class we did many different things in order to stimulate the children's 
creativity. We used music, singing, and art, and we decorated our working spaces to inspire 
creativity. We had things growing in the garden, and the children could see how the plants grew, 
bloomed and blossomed. We utilized the garden space to work on creative projects.

• Poetry: When we did our poetry project we went outside and closed our eyes. The children 
spent a moment concentrating on the things they could feel with their five senses. This 
helped put them in a creative space so as to begin to write a poem. During this time we 
often worked in small groups or in pairs. This aided focus and collaboration, and helped 
creativity to surface.

• Vocabulary cards: When the children would read a book, they would select a word they 
didn't know. To help learn these words they made flashcards with the meanings of the 
words, used the words in sentences, and made drawings to illustrate the meanings. This 
helped all the children creatively improve their vocabulary.

• Math: In math they learned how to use a calendar. While anticipating a 2-week school 
holiday, the children planned pleasurable activities and appointments on a 2-month 
calendar. Planning became a creative and enjoyable endeavor. When they had a problem-
solving exercise, they learned to use different colored pencils or highlighters. This helped 
them focus on the details and solve the problem creatively.

• Grammar: One grammar activity that children enjoyed was choosing a favorite word for all 
the different parts of speech. They wrote these words on flashcards. The cards were hung 
on a bulletin board. All the children then had access to these words and used them to help 
build super sentences, remember parts of speech, and just see what words the others 
preferred.



Indus Valley Civilization project (Grade 6)

This year in the sixth grade history class, we studied the Indus Valley Civilization. The students 
made beautiful posters to show what they had learned. They worked in pairs and had a topic to 
research. They had a lot of freedom in how they wanted to present their topic. They wrote about it, 
and some made beautiful drawings to illustrate it. One of the pairs decided to write a fictional story 
about a man living in Mohenjo-Daro, in which they incorporated details and facts that they had 
learned about how people lived at that time. The posters, which the children have put up in our 
classroom, are all colorful and different and display the children’s amazing creativity.

Creative presentations in Grade 8

This year, one way that the eighth grade (‘the Dragons’) explored creativity in the classroom 
was through making presentations. In the first term, as part of their science project, each student 
chose a theme relating to the human body. They researched their chosen topic in books and on the 
Internet. With the help of a visiting graphic designer, they created PowerPoint presentations for 
their theme. Their creativity was expressed through making the slides for the PowerPoint. They 
chose images from the Internet as well as creating their own. The students had some basic 
guidelines and instruction on research techniques and on techniques of making a PowerPoint, and 
then they had a lot of freedom to explore and design their own presentation. They learnt how to 
give an interesting presentation, to engage their audience, and to elaborate on the text on the slides
to give more information. Their parents were invited to watch their presentations. 

Later in the year, as part of a research project on plastics, the students had the opportunity to 
put their skills into practice again. In pairs or individually, students researched one of the seven 
plastic resin codes that had been assigned to them. As a way of integrating their learning, they made
a presentation to the fourth graders. Each group decided how they would like to present their resin 
code. Some made oral presentations, while other groups chose to make PowerPoint presentations, 
using the skills they had developed earlier in the year.

The Dragons’ final project this year combined a presentation of their field trip to Mundanthurai 
with the work they had done in music class. The trip to Mundanthurai was a four-day outing to a 
tiger reserve in Tamil Nadu. The students used their photos from the trip, maps and other resources
to make a visual presentation. Everybody shared their images from the trip, and each student chose 
the images they needed to go with their oral presentation. Each student chose a topic of interest 
from the trip, researched their topic, wrote up the research, and matched it with the images they 
had chosen. Music they had written was used to introduce the slideshow. Additionally, some 
students had practiced songs by known artistes that they admired, and these were interspersed 
throughout the presentation. This project gave students the opportunity for a lot of individual 
expression, while also culminating in a performance that involved the whole group.

‘Moments of creativity’ in Grade 7

In seventh grade we took opportunities to add ‘moments of creativity’ ‒ ideas that 
spontaneously arise ‒ to the school day. This year after studying the laws of the pendulum in 
science class, someone came up with the idea to try to build a bigger pendulum and hang it in the 
classroom. We had to think about how to do this with the materials that we had, and once 
accomplished the children proudly showed it to parents and friends.

Related to creativity was our class “Greece Day” held at the end of the second term. The 
students dressed in toga-type clothing and prepared to play a quiz game on ancient Greece. They 
got into two groups and helped each other review what we had been learning on ancient Greece. 
We then played the game in which they were asked questions about what we had been studying. 
Many of the students described this activity as the most fun day in second term.



Hula Hoops Drill in ATB (Grade 4)

This year in Awareness Through the Body (ATB) we proposed to the 4 th grade children a project 
to help them develop their creative and cooperative skills: they needed to create their own drill of 
hula-hoops movements and set it to a short piece of music we gave them. During the previous years
these children had already explored hula hoops and ribbons with a sequence of movements 
prepared by us. The focus at that time was on developing visual and auditory attention, 
coordination, fluidity of movement and precision. The amount of interventions, input and guidance 
from our side was very high. This time, the focus of the activity shifted to fostering creativity and 
self-motivation, becoming more aware of the interactions between oneself and the group, and 
learning how to find solutions and how to work harmoniously together.

The first few classes were devoted to learning the musical phrases of the piece of music we 
chose. Once the majority was at ease with the musical phrases, we divided the group into two. Each 
group had to choose a person that would act as “facilitator” and another as “assistant”. They started
to explore and experiment, coming up with ideas, finding movements, trying them out, adding new 
ones, taking away or modifying previous ideas/movements,  and eventually creating a full drill which
would fit into the musical phrases we gave them.

During the process many stressful situations arose: some children did not want to participate 
anymore, some were unable to do a certain movement, some wanted absolutely to impose their 
own idea and yet others could not sustain focused attention. When they got stuck in any situation 
we briefly intervened by posing some questions for them to reflect on what was happening, and 
encouraged/coached them to find a solution.

At the end of each class we offered a time for sharing about their experience and the difficulties 
encountered in the work or in the group dynamics. During these conversations we helped them to 
speak in a respectful way, to listen to each other and to remain focused on finding solutions rather 
than on the difficulties. This sharing was really helpful for them to be able to observe themselves 
with more detachment and clarity.

As the work proceeded we noticed that the children focused progressively more on their 
strengths rather than weaknesses, and on appreciating each other rather than blaming, and that 
they were more able to learn from their mistakes and to maintain the will to persevere to conclude 
the project.

After a month both groups were ready to show the result of their work. They were very proud 
and enthusiastic about it, and they performed with a high level of quality and precision, which they 
had never reached previously. They ended up with a general sense of achievement and satisfaction.

What we could observe is that the level of motivation, eagerness, and willingness to work to 
collaborate and to overcome difficulties was much higher this time because the children were 
actively participating in the creative process. The drill became something dear to them because was 
their own achievement.

Conclusion

These are just a few of the many projects and activities that the classes worked on this year. 
One of our conclusions was that creativity is not only in the products of attractive bulletin boards 
and student-made projects and displays, but is also in the way that the children produce them. 
Creativity involves the freedom and encouragement to make choices, to take risks and to think 
imaginatively and in a way that tries to serve a purpose. The nurturing of creativity needs a 
supportive learning environment that encourages the participants (both students and teachers).

We would like to continue this observation next year, in conjunction with the further 
development of the Transition School Student Portfolio. We will explore how the portfolio can 
better report and evaluate the growth of students' creativity.
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